What Actually Drives the De-Population Agenda
By Anna Von Reitz

It’s not what you think.
It never is.
The Sons of the Devil are constitutionally unable to tell the truth about anything.
So they weasel around spinning tales about climate change they engineer using
advanced geo-engineering they keep hidden from the public they are supposed to serve.
And then they use this phony self-created “climate change” as an excuse to levy new
and ever-more oppressive taxes and claim ever-more coercive control over every aspect
of life.
Left to them, our cows would wear diapers and gasoline would cost $100 a gallon, and it
would all be nothing but a commodity rigging scheme to guarantee maximum profits for
minimum product to the oil companies.
Think about it.
What would EXXON prefer?
Selling a hundred gallons at a buck a gallon, or one gallon for a hundred bucks?
See now what Joe and Hunter Biden are actually doing and who they are doing it for?
Same old crappola, same players, same motives. Solomon was right. Nothing changes
until we change ourselves.

Until we wake up and wise up we will continue to be the goats for these “special
interests”.
Burisma, the shutdown of Nordstream, all of it is one big pile of deliberate commodity
rigging to squeeze the last penny out of consumers who are helplessly dependent on gas
and oil.
And the double-speaking sanctimonious hypocrites are doing this under the guise of
saving the environment in the name of Big Oil.
LOL.
And all your billions going to Ukraine are just propping up this same scheme.
Certain facts remain, folks. Oil companies are always going to soak you if they can.
Doctors don’t make profits off of healthy people. Mercenaries don’t make money off of
peace.
And the government — what government there is —- makes its money off of lying to
you and scaring you.
Most of you have heard about Med Beds and all the new medical tech just waiting to be
released, cures for cancer, regeneration therapy, and so on.
Have you thought beyond the superficial facts to what it means if we all turn the clock
back by thirty years?
That’s right, Jethro.
It means that a whole lot of other people have to die and still more can never be born.
The elites are right now making sure that all the old, the already sick, the very young,
the mentally incompetent — all those “useless eaters” — bite the dust. Their immune
systems are being compromised so that they die from all sorts of different causes but
they die in ever greater numbers. 44% more deaths overall and climbing— to date.
And that, dear hearts, is what is going on. There’s the in-crowd “destined” to live
“forever” and the out-crowd destined to die of artificially induced immune suppression.
There is a reason that Dr. Fauci, the leading expert in AIDS research, was put in charge
of this.

Homosexuals were not effective enough as agents to carry and spread the AIDS
epidemic throughout the General Population.
So the Vermin had to come up with a way to infect more people without alarming the
herd.
It’s always easier to kill people if they think you are saving them, instead.
They will all line up like good little cows and volunteer. Lord Pirbright learned that in
Africa many years ago in the world’s first Concentration Camps.
Having been shamed, guilted, misinformed and importuned under color of law, the
victims can always be blamed because they volunteered.
Wake up, World. Smell the carnage. They are clearing the stage for the next Act.
There is a reason that otherwise sane people are buying into the hype and nonsense of
the UN Depopulation Agenda, even though current numbers prove that we are in the
midst of a natural population collapse in all the industrialized nations worldwide.
Quite simply, the Perps are motivated by the idea that they are part of the Chosen few
who are going to live eternal charmed lives at the expense of all those silently
condemned to die.
As most of them have lived egocentric lives of unearned privilege, this narrative sounds
good to them.
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